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1. Policy Statement
At NHSBT, there are times where the use of secondments and fixed term contracts are
necessary and appropriate. We recognise the value of secondments in increasing your
knowledge, abilities and skills through broadening your experience, while providing us with
a more flexible and responsive workforce. This policy applies to all employees who may be
seconded internally, to the wider NHS or to an external organisation. In addition, there may
be times when employees from other organisations are seconded to us.

2. The Process
Should a manager identify a short term, non permanent need, they will need to consider
how best this can be achieved including:
 Offering a temporary change in duties or increase in responsibilities to support an
individuals Personal Development Plan where they have a specific knowledge or
development requirement
 Creation of a short term role to back fill another secondment
 Creation of a role to support a specified project
 Consideration of whether the internal recruitment process failed to find an appropriate
candidate
 Consideration of whether it has been established that there are not an appropriate
number of existing employees with the skills required
Manager
Subject to the above considerations, should you establish a temporary vacancy does exist
for such a role, the post will need to be advertised. This may on occasion be restricted to
employees with the necessary skills for the short term work. To start this process gain the
relevant authorisation and then complete the Recruitment Request form (see the
‘Recruitment’ section in People First). On receipt, Recruitment will contact you to arrange a
commissioning meeting.
Employee
Should you wish to apply for such a vacancy, it is advisable that you speak with your
manager as they need to support your application. You may consider an application if you
believe that the advertised opportunity will provide you with the skills and experience
identified in your Personal Development Plan.
Agreement to any Secondment will be discretionary and subject to:





operational requirements
the role to be undertaken during the secondment
its relevance to NHSBT
its value to your career path within NHSBT and the wider NHS
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the NHSBT recruitment and selection process and/or external recruitment processes (if
applicable)
your ability to undertake a specific task or project
the ability to backfill a post during your absence

SECONDMENT
Secondments will normally have a fixed time limit of up to 12 months, although in some
circumstances this may be longer with the agreement of the seconding manager and host
line manager/organisation. If the secondment ends within 12 months, you will normally
return to your substantive position at the end of the secondment, although it should be
acknowledged by both parties that some duties and tasks may have changed in line with
operational requirements.
Before any secondment can start, there will be a meeting with the host manager, your
current manager before the secondment (seconding manager) and yourself to ensure all
variations are considered and confirmed.
Both managers should note that it is important for both of you to maintain regular contact on
how the secondment is progressing to ensure that the needs of both departments are fully
met. Equally, the employee should also ensure that they maintain appropriate contact,
which should be agreed, with the seconding manager.
Prior to the end of the secondment, there will be a review with the host manager; your
current manager before your secondment (seconding manager) and yourself to consider
whether:






the specific task or project has been completed
the substantive post holder has returned or is about to return to their post
an extension to the secondment is required
the post has become permanent and you may wish to apply for the position
you will return to your substantive or alternative post

If your secondment is extended beyond 12 months, you would expect to return to a role at
your original Band, performing similar duties within a similar location(s). However, we
cannot guarantee that you will return to the post held immediately prior to your secondment.
The outcome of discussions at the outset of the secondment and prior to your return, and
agreed actions will be confirmed to you in writing.
To ensure that you continue to be paid appropriately for whichever role you will be carrying
out, the seconding manager must complete any necessary contractual changes (See
Employee Changes in People First).
Your secondment may be ended by either party before the agreed date with 4 weeks notice
in writing, outlining the reason for terminating the agreement. This may be:




by the host manager if there is no longer a requirement for the post or if the substantive
post holder returns early
Should you choose to return to your substantive post, firstly you should discuss this with
the seconding manager to enable them to facilitate your return
The seconding manager requires you to return to your substantive post, with valid and
justifiable reasons.

Managers should note that anyone on secondment should continue to be considered as
part of your establishment.
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External Secondments
If you have been successful at interview with an external body, your manager will discuss
the proposals and funding arrangements with their Director and, where necessary, with the
external body prior to any secondment agreement. You will remain on our payroll.
Seconding managers are responsible for ensuring that the details of the secondment are
discussed and confirmed in writing with the secondee.
Secondments in to NHSBT
For the same reasons outlined above, it is possible that employees from other organisations
may join us for a short period of time. Such arrangements require an agreement of funding
between the seconding organisation and NHSBT as hosts.
Redundancy and Secondments
Redundancy may arise due to organisational change occur. Should your substantive role be
affected by organisational change during or immediately after your secondment, you will be
fully informed of the process under the Organisational Change Policy.
Back filling to cover Secondments
When back filling a person who has gone on a secondment, your manager must consider:
 How easy/difficult it will be to attract a replacement
 When the secondee is likely to return
 What position will they return to
In some cases for example, where it may be difficult to attract a replacement or to ensure a
consistent level of service or relationship, a manager may wish to do so on a permanent
basis. Should your manager decide to do this, they must provide you, the substantive post
holder with a clear rationale, and explain what may happen to you on your return from your
secondment, including redundancy in a ‘worse case scenario’. Should your manager make
this decision they need to understand that, you remain their substantive employee; a role
would need to be provided on your return (see above); or they would need to make a case
for redundancy should the need arise.
FIXED TERM
If you are an existing NHSBT employee, always speak to your manager first before applying
for such posts, to ensure you receive their support. Fixed term appointments of existing
employees will be regarded as secondments. If your manager is unable to agree to a
secondment and you voluntarily apply for a fixed term post you must be fully aware that you
have no automatic right to return to your substantive post and at the end of the fixed term
period if further employment cannot be found, your employment could be ended. In this
case no redundancy payment would be due.
Renewal of a Fixed term Contract
Should your manager wish to extend your fixed term contract they will consider:
 a short extension, with a new end date
 whether the role should be considered as a permanent requirement, and therefore the
post will be advertised internally or externally as deemed appropriate
Where the need for your post remains after the end date of your original contract of
employment, but your post is not available on a permanent basis, then your fixed term
contract may be extended.
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End of a Fixed term Contract
Your fixed term contract will automatically end on the agreed date specified in your contract.
Any extension must be agreed and confirmed in writing stating the new agreed date before
your contract expires.
However, at the end of the fixed term period or if the work ends before the agreed date,
your manager will meet with you and:
 in the case of early termination provide an explanation
 terminate your contract
 provide you with the appropriate notice
Redundancy and fixed term contracts
If you have 2 or more years’ service, and your position should come to an end before the
expiry date of your contract or where organisation change occurs which brings the Fixed
Term Contract to an end prematurely, redundancy payments may apply. You would be
consulted with as appropriate under the Organisational Change Policy. Any criteria for
selection for redundancy will be applied equally to permanent and fixed term employees.
Templates and Knowledge
There are a series of checklists and template letters to support you with these processes.
See People First/HR/Secondments and Fixed term. These provide more detailed guidance
for you to ensure that you do not miss anything. Additional information can also be found in
People First/Search Knowledge (FAQ’s).
Keeping an eye on process
With both Secondments and Fixed term posts, you quickly get used to the people being
there. However, you must not forget that these roles are not permanent, and that it is
important to follow process at all times. It is therefore recommended, in line with the
templates, that you diarise key dates such as reviews, to ensure that you stay within agreed
timescales.
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3. Flowchart
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